October 2017

Southern 356 Drive, CeNita Vineyards and Winery, Cleveland, GA.

Save the Date for 2018 GOF

Photo by John Hearn

Feb. 15-18, 2018 at Mission Inn in Howey-in-the-Hills, FL
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Welcome New Members
Alan Winer, Membership Chair

FOG Officers & Contacts

Alan Winer, Trustee (2017)
President and Membership Chair
alanwiner@356FOG.com
8311 C.R. 208
Saint Augustine, FL 32092
Sharon Cobb, Trustee (2017)
Vice-President and
Event Co-Chair
sacobb75@gmail.com
Mike Davis, Trustee (2018)
Treasurer
madavis356@gmail.com

Membership Directory Changes

Nelson & Paula Brown join from Saint
Augustine. He is the owner of a 1965 C
Coupe which he acquired in 1966. He can
be contacted at 904-494-6617.

John Boles new address is 8 Brechin Court,
Pinehurst, NC 28374.

David Marshall resides in Fort Lauderdale
and is the owner of a 1965 C Coupe. His
contact is 954-850-4868.

Michael and Pat Grishman’s new address
is 4703 SE 17th Pl #305, Cape Coral, FL
33904 and phone # is 207 475-5485.

Daryle & Rebecca Higginbotham join
from Kennesaw, GA. He is currently
restoring a 1960 Roadster. His contact is
678-524-7842.

Bob and Karen Veltz’s correct phone
number is 585-473-6203.

Submit contact changes to Membership Chair, alanwiner@356FOG.com

Terry Cohen, Trustee (2018)
Event Co-Chair
terrycohen@comcast.net
Paul Raben, Trustee (2018)
Email Coordinator and
Facebook Administrator
praben356@gmail.com

Performance Service & Support

John Reker
Secretary & Insurance Chair
jreker@cfl.rr.com
Janis Croft
Webmaster/FOGlight Editor
jlcfog@gmail.com
Website:
www.356FOG.com
Facebook:

At Troysport, we share your passion for Porsche.
Our 40 years of experience allows us to offer the
following services for the complete line of Porsche vehicles.

Porsche 356 - Florida Owners Group

Past Presidents of FOG
Frank Hood: 2011 - 2013
Mike Davis: 2010 – 2011
John Reker: 2007 – 2010
Kirk Stowers: 2003 – 2007
Rich Williams: 1993 - 2003
The FOGLight is the official
publication of the Porsche 356
Florida Owners Group (FOG). It
is published in even-numbered
months. Send articles, photos
and suggestions to: Janis Croft,
Webmaster / FOGlight Editor at
jlcfog@gmail.com

Engine:

maintenance, updates and repairs;
rebuilds to factory or race specs

Transaxle service:

street; performance; custom gearing

Restoration:

interior, exterior, structural, top installation

In addition we offer:

DE and race prep as well as full race car
builds and driver coaching

3838 Commerce Loop, Orlando, Fl., 32803
For consultation or an appointment call Sid at:

407-297-7733 www.troysport.com
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Presidentʼs Perspective

EXPECT THE UNEXPECTED
by Alan Winer

I take some pride, although minimal, in the fact that I have
some level of finesse. I’m not a proponent of the BFH
technique but tend more to the IMT methodology. “Impact
Module Technology” has the right attitude, expresses
an understanding of force upon material, and implies an
intellectual approach as opposed to the brute strength of
BFH ideology.

a master welder, very little grinding is going to be needed
here. You’re proceeding with confidence, you’re doing
some of your best welding and just as you’re almost done
you blow a hole in the old metal big enough to stick a cat
through. Some say it’s a function of new metal being welded
to old. Well if that’s so then why does it always seem to
happen when you are getting confident and almost finished?

There was this brass pin, about an inch long, with its
ends firmly seated between two posts. You know the kind
that might be tapered and requires driving out from a
unidentifiable specific end—or not. I had a hammer of
the IMT variety, hard phenolic on one end and brass on
the other. And I proceeded to remove the pin: tap tap,
tap tap, tap tap, tap tap, tap tap,
.
Sometime during the sixth swing, about one-third into the
action, it occurred to me that I was headed into trouble; this
was going to end in the destruction of an impossible part
to replace. But the cerebral input was too late to stop the
physical action. What was actually just fractions of a second,
went into slow motion. While the mind was saying stop, the
hammer made contact and one of the posts snapped off and
went into flight across the bench. I should have known better.
And left with a handful of parts, the agenda changes from
completing a simple task to ordering materials, machining
them and reconstructing the part, which rarely works on the
first attempt. I am familiar with this scenario. I use to do a lot
of tapping of tiny #4 machine screws. I lived in fear of hard
spots in the metal and more than once twisted that tap handle
just a bit more when I knew I shouldn’t have. I became very
efficient at removing broken taps. Those that say they never
broke a tap are either lying or never tapped anything.

Certain tools should be painted red to designate them as
complicit in promoting and encouraging the BFH mentality.
These tools include, but not limited to: BFH, BFScrewdrivers, screwdrivers that don’t properly fit the screw, crowbars,
and last but not least, the vise-grip which disguises itself as a
useful tool but in reality is just waiting to booger something
up real bad.

I proceed on the premise that I can accomplish most tasks.
Some research if necessary, maybe some practice if needed
and a confident outlook that anything can be repaired—well
most anything. But occasionally the BFH mentality appears,
it must live in the remnants of my primordial lobe. It seems
to appear when I feel over confident and perhaps it’s a way
of keeping me in check. It reminds me, in a reverse scenario, of observing Janis’ golf game. Just when she’s ready to
break some clubs over her knee and throw the rest into the
water, she plays an incredible round and then she’s back into
the game.

I used to have a sign over my bench, it read, “Good Enough
is Never Good Enough”. I have changed that sign to “Expect
the Unexpected”.

TAP TAP

Respect your penetrating oil, hold it in high esteem among
your chemicals and most of all be patient with it for it is of
the IMT mentality.

Items of Importance:

The final frontier has been conquered. Bill Hunkapiller
has volunteered to be the Northwest Regional Coordinator.
Thank you Bill.
We are finalizing the schedule for the 2018 GOF at the
Mission Inn and you will be receiving an email shortly with
hotel and registration information.

Those of you that weld on these rusted tubs know of what
I’m referring to. You cut out, shape and fit a new piece of
sheet metal. You tack the piece in place and whether you start
running a bead or joining tacks, it’s going well. You feel like
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2017 SOUTHERN 356 DRIVE
George Bryan, Leonard Scrantz, and a Gang of many volunteers once again organized
a fourth Southern Drive at Tanglewood in Helen, GA from Sept. 21-24. The schedule
included the usual suggested independent drives through the mountain curves, a drive-in
movie, three dinners (FOG sponsored brats grill, pig roast and Sunday night leftovers) and
two group luncheon drives. The winding road to Wolf Mountain Vineyards included a tour
of owner Karl Boegner’s two garages filled with cars, primarily Porsches, and paraphernalia that is a collector’s dream. In addition, he hosted a buffet luncheon with tastings of
his wines. The Sunday luncheon drive to Cenitas Mountain Vineyards was delayed by a
non-356 traffic accident but all 356s arrived safely. A great event for 356 friends to enjoy
good food and lively discussions around the fire pit.
Thank you to the photographers who submitted photos: Pete Bartelli, Janis Croft, Kim
DeNais, Noelani Derossett, John Hearn, Renee Hood, and Kathy Payne.
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National German 356 Club
Fall Treffen in Kleve/Germany
by Christoph T. Brehme
Every year one of the 12 chapters of the GER 356 club (just
a mere 650 members!) conducts the national 356 Treffen
and this year it was organized by the “Niederrhein” Chapter.
These folks are located pretty close to the Germany/Netherlands border as the river Rhine is flowing from Germany to
the Netherlands and flows finally into the “North Sea” near
the port city of Rotterdam. In this part of Germany we have
big nurseries growing heather in different colors. It’s all Low
Country, i.e. very flat and once in a while you can spot an
old windmill, built a century ago and no longer working in
contrast to the many “modern” ones spinning and producing
energy! Click here for a map of the location.
of the drive, one of our fellow 356ers disregarded a 30 km/h
(approx. 18 mph) sign in a sharp hairpin and crashed his
car into the guard rails suffering severe damage on both
sides. Rumor later told, that is was not the rain but it was an
oil spill. Hard to believe because the sign shows explicitly
30km when rainy. Whatever the cause was, the owner took
it in a “quiet manner or with plenty of self composure,” as
he evidently had not “wrecked” his beloved car totally. So
only a matter of big Euros—most likely paid by his insurance plus a big job for a professional body shop. The rest
of the day was pretty uneventful. Mark Wegh owner of PC
Gelderland and his team took great care of us, served pretty
damn good food. Gaby and I liked the two soups best—salty
and sweet.

You can easily compare these “National Treffen” events
either with the 356 Registry’s WCH/ECH or with our smaller GOF. Our Treffens are attended by approx. 150 cars / 300
people with no judging/trophies, etc. The rest is most likely
the same as in the US. One arrives on Thursday evening
or during the day Friday for registration and receipt of
your “goodie bags.” Rest of Friday is on “your own” with
proposed drives to nearby attractions. Then on Saturday the
joint drive to either a collection/garage or in our respect to
PC Gelderland, Netherland. We visited the Porsche premium dealer who was appointed by Porsche also as a “Porsche
Classic Center” and not just only a “Porsche Classic Partner”
which is a big difference over here in Europe. Check out
http://www.porscheclassiccentergelderland.nl/ (Sorry—only
in Dutch but pretty nice pics and if you scroll down you will
get a good impression.)
Now I would like to back track to the beginning of our tour
from Stuttgart to the Treffen. Our Chapter president, Claus
Schmitt, and six other cars were caravanning jointly from
the UNESCO World Heritage site “Speyer Cathedral” using
winding roads of the Palatinate Forest to Trier—another
UNESCO World Heritage site. We had a group dinner at a
great 4 star hotel and the next day we travelled alongside the
GER/LUX/BEL border going further north through the Eifel
Mountains to another 4 star hotel right on the Rur dam of a
small river. Same procedure as the previous day and finally
the next day, we arrived jointly without any break downs in
Kleve at the 4 star Rilano hotel. As usual we are meeting old
friends in the lobby and making new friends at the bar or
outside and then making sure you have dinner reservations.

Since we were so many people, the entire group was split
into half to make the joint tour of the facility including
Mark’s outstanding collection of VW’s and Porsches. Mark

Then came Sat. and our drive to PC Gelderland. Unfortunately the skies were gray and it was raining so at one point
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Treffen PCA

Treggen in Kleve (continued from previous page)

by John Reker

is selling about a 1,000 cars (new/used) a year including
approx. 100 classic cars, all restored “in house” except for the
upholstery. A very special moment for all of us was viewing
the 113th Porsche ever built fixed to the rotisserie and now
being restored to true factory specs. What a challenge to his
team of real experts, working hard to get that vehicle back
on the road.

Treffen is German for “meet” or “meet up”. PCA has started a new national event called Treffen that is in addition to
their week long Parades. It is a three and a half day event
consisting of driving tours and local exploring. There are no
competitive activities and each location is different.

Later we all returned back to the hotel with plenty of wonderful impressions including the landscape and driving for miles
on the crown of a dike just alongside the mighty river Rhine.
Sunday was “moving day,” some folks left early because
they had to drive long distances within GER but the majority stayed and attended the drive to “Viller Muehle.” Sorry
again the link is only in GER, but still some nice pics. “Viller
Muehle” is an old oil mill and now owned by a super crazy
guy, collecting and selling just tons of junk…
Overall it was a great 356 Nat. Treffen and we are looking
forward to the 2018 version, which will take place in our
state of Baden Wuerttemberg, aka also the home of Porsche
and also home of all of the 356’s now still driving on roads
around the world, well maintained and preserved for the
future generations.

One of the first ones was held in Asheville on the same
weekend as Helen. After attending the first three Helens, we
decided to try the luxury PCA offering. The headquarters
hotel was the historic Grove Park Inn. A real gem and, being
made of stone, very hurricane proof. We had a number of
tours to choose from and they all took about the whole day
and included lunch. They had great twisty roads like Helen,
including substantial time on the Blue Ridge Parkway for
the two tours we took. One tour was to the Penland School
of Crafts and the other to Lake Lure.

classifieds

WTB: Looking for a B coupe in decent “daily driver”
condition (even with some resto jobs left but not a total
rebuilt) from fellow FOG Member. Pls. email Christoph
Brehme at brecon24@t-online.de. I will be back in U.S.
after Nov.07, but I will call you before if ph# is included
in your response.
FOR SALE 1965 356C Coupe, numbers match, gaps
fine-a well cared for car. If interested, will forward
more info. Asking $85k. Contact Gary Resnick @
garyr356@aol.com

We were one of three 356s attending and definitely stood
out among the overall 200+ Porsches. Interest in our car was
easy to come by and we enjoyed a very friendly, relaxed
time. A well organized and memorable event.
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Driving Update

Jim Bruton
Mark Pribanic
George Dunn
Bill Cooper
Allen Peerson
John Reker
Glen Getchell
Buster Venable
Christoph Brehme
Jim Spears
Glenn Long
Jacoba Goldman
Joe Scafario
Volker Schneemann
Dan Bird
Jack Kasmer
Chip Reichart
Curt Dansby
John Lovejoy
Paul Raben
Alan Winer
John O’Steen
Pete Bartelli
Steve Clarke
John Boles
Mark Hebb
Dick Weiss
Steve Bamdas
Susan Remillard
Denny Zamler
Jerry Holderness

by Dennis Brunotte

Our intrepid group has “kept ‘em driving” once again for this
interim reporting period, notwithstanding a major slowdown
brought about by one of Florida’s worst statewide storms
ever. As the standing water abates and the roadside brush
and debris begins to be collected, it appears that even Irma
will not have stood in the way of our best year ever for our
driving contest fun.
Major contributors this month include Pete Bartelli, Allen
Peerson, Jim Spears, and others who enjoyed this year’s
Southern 356 Drive to Helen, GA. John Reker added over
1,700 miles on a round trip to the Asheville PCA Treffen,
and Bill Cooper cranked out a bundle attending the Holiday
in Iowa. Another accounting will be collected in November, and we welcome new participants and their mileage
contributions by simply sending their odometer progress
to dkbrunotte@gmail.com. Those 356 owners who have
topped 500 miles for the year are listed on right.

Drive Your 356 Day
Sept 17, 2017

Winter Park
Neptune Beach
St. Petersburg
Jacksonville
Jupiter
Winter Park
Seminole
Cocoa Beach
Stuttgart, GER
Madeira Beach
Dunnellon
Naples
Bradenton
University Park
Vero Beach
Sebring
Vero Beach
Charlotte, NC
Jacksonville
Ft. Lauderdale
St. Augustine
Vero Beach
Venice
Pembroke Pines
Estero
Jacksonville
Cincinnati, OH
Lighthouse Point
Southwest Ranches
West Palm Beach
St. Petersburg

17,655
14,904
9,251
6,904
5,596
5,341
5,099
4,346
4,027
3,401
2,702
2,613
2,583
2,565
2,298
2,025
1,988
1,904
1,857
1,578
1,525
1,359
1,254
1,237
1,203
1,124
972
858
812
626
557

Three Foggies sent in photos from their drives on DY356D.
Above: Vincent Vuong drove his ‘57 356A sunroof out to
see Irma’s damage in Jacksonville.
Upper left: Craig & Laura Stoughton drove their ‘57A to
downtown Orlando.
Bottom left: Jack Stenner drove to partially flooded
Lakeshore Drive at Newnan’s Lake in Gainesville, FL
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Monthly Regional Meetings
One of the major benefits of owning a 356 is the opportunity to meet and socialize with a truly marvelous group of people–
our fellow 356 owners. Since the long distances in Florida make it difficult for many members to attend statewide events,
we have developed a system of local breakfasts and/or driving tours to keep our members in touch with each other.
Central Florida (Orlando area): Breakfast first Saturday of every month. Lunch tours occasionally, but not on a fixed schedule. To receive notice/reminders of both the breakfasts and the lunch tours send an email to John Reker at JReker@cfl.rr.com or
call at (407) 629-0248.
Northeast Florida (Jacksonville area): Get together first Saturday of every month. Location varies. Contact Jim Voss at
vossjax@bellsouth.net or at (904) 529-1398.
Northwest Florida: Meeting dates to be announced. Contact Bill Hunkapiller at bhunkapiller@yahoo.com or at 850-694-5435
for additional information.
Southeast Florida: Breakfast (Porsches & Pancakes, as we call it) First Saturday of each month at different locations while our
regular spot is closed for the summer for major renovations. Contact Randy Gananathan at rdganathan@gmail.com for more info.
Southwest Florida (Sarasota area): Last Saturday of each month at 9:00 am at First Watch Restaurant at the Publix Plaza located on University Parkway, just east of 1-75 (exit 213). This draws FOGgies from Naples to Tampa. Contact Fernando Lopez at
(727) 417-1120 or mk2lopez@yahoo.com

Use the MESSAGE BOARD
An alternative way to post Sale and WTB items and for
asking technical advice. To prevent spammers, there will be
one universal password for easy access. To post or reply, you
need to personally register following the site instructions.
Save personal password to use for removing your ads and to
make future postings.
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Southern 356 Drive, Georgia State Road 356. Photo by John Hearn

FOGlight Editor
8311 C.R. 208
St. Augustine, FL 32092
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